noun 1. just behavior or treatment. "a concern for justice, peace, and genuine respect for people"
synonyms: fairness, justness, fair play, fair-mindedness, equity, equitableness, even-handedness, egalitarianism, impartiality, impartialness, lack of bias, objectivity, neutrality, disinterestedness, lack of prejudice, open-mindedness, nonpartisanship; More
synonyms: judge, magistrate, His/Her/Your Honor; Law Lord, Lord Justice; recorder; sheriff; deemster; jurat; jurist, surrogate; alcalde; informalbeak, m'lud; historicalreeve; historicalsheriff-depute, bailie
"an order made by the justices"

Things I think of when I think of this word or things associated with this word:

The word in several different fonts (upper and lowercase):

JUSTICE
justice

Images, pictograms, glyphs, icons, symbols, dingbats and other things that could work with my word:

[Images of Lady Justice, fist, bull, handcuffs, American flag, helicopter, tank, guns]